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1 Introduction 

Although the well-known traditional definition of the basic reproduction num-
ber R。forstructured populations [3] have been originally established in a con-
stant environment, after the epoch-making results by Bacaer and Guernaoui 
[2], it has been extended to the threshold index for population growth in time-
heterogeneous environments [10]. 

The essential important point of extension in time-heterogeneous environ-
ments is that R。shouldkeep its biological feature as the asymptotic per gen-

eration growth factor and the sign relation for the Malthusian parameter if it 
exists. In [5], we introduced a new definition of R。basedon the generation evo-
lution operator (GEO), which has intuitively clear biological meaning and can 
be applied to structured populations in any heterogeneous environment. Using 
the GEO, we have shown that the traditional definition based on the next gener-
ation operator (NGO) completely allow the generational interpretation and the 
spectral radius of GEO eq叫 sthe spectral radius of NGO in at most periodic 
environments. 

Although the new definition is a complete extension of the traditional defi-
nition, we have not yet proved that R。givenby the new definition is calculated 
as the spectral radius of GEO. In the following, using the mathematical the-
ory related to the cone spectral radius, we show that our definition of Ro gives 
the local spectral radius of GEO, and in fact, it is the spectral radius of GEO 
in the time-state space. As is shown by Thieme [10], the sign relation holds 
between R。andthe growth bound of the evolutionary family associated with 
the linearized population evolution equation. Then as far as we consider lin-
ear population dynamics, our R。isa threshold value for population extinction 
and persistence in time-heterogeneous environments. Next we prove that even 

for nonlinear system, our Ro plays a role of a threshold value for population 
extinction in time-heterogeneous environments. For periodic system, we can 
show that supercritical condition R。>1 implies existence of periodic solution. 
Finally using the idea of R。intime-heterogeneous environment, we examine 
existence and stability of periodic solution in the age-structured SIS epidemic 
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model with time-periodic parameters. 

2 Linear renewal process 

2.1 Renewal equation 

In the following, we state our theory based on terminologies of demographic 
models, while the reader can easily interpret the basic model as an epidemic 
model, if we read childbearing as reproduction of new infection. Although our 
exposition for structured population models is intuitive and not completely uni-
versal, the reader may refer to [4] for more general formulation. 

Suppose that the individ叫 sare characterized by a variable (E n, which is 
called the i-state variable (i for heterogeneity of individuals). The set n c Rn 
is the i-state space. Define A(t, T, (, ri) to be the expected number of newborns 
with i-state〈attime t produced per unit time by an individual which was 

born T units of time ago at i-state rJ. Let b(t, (), (E糾 denotethe density 
of newborns at time t, where Db C n is the set of states-of-birth [?], which are 
the i-states at which newborns can have. Then the real-time development of 

newborns (in the linear phase) is described by a renewal integral equation: 

00 

b(t, () = J J A(t, T, (, ri)b(t -T, ri)drJdT, t ER. (2.1) 
0 伍

Let E+ := Lt(糾） be the set of density distributions of newborns, called the 
b-state space. Define a linear positive integral operator ¥J!(t,T) leaving the cone 
E ・+ mvanant by 

(¥J!(t, T)f)(() := J A(t, T, (, rJ)f(ri)drJ, f EE+. 
!lb 

Then ¥J!(t, T), which we call the net reproduction operator, is a positive linear 
operator that maps the density (distribution) of newborns at t-T to the density 
of their children produced at time t. 

If we set b(t) := b(t, ・) E E+ and so b(t) is interpreted as an E-valued 
function, (2.1) is written邸 aJlabstract renewal equation in Eザ

CX) 

b(t) = J W(t, T)b(t -T)dT, t ER. 

゜
(2.2) 

Then we can rewrite (2.2) as a Volterra-type integral equation (initial value 
problem): 

t 

b(t) = b。(t)+ J ¥J!(t, T)b(t -T)dT, t > 0, 

゜
(2.3) 

where 
00 

b0(t) := j W(t, T)b(t -T)dT. 
t 
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If a history of births for t < 0 is once given, b0 E Y+ becomes an initial data 

and we can compute b(t) fort > 0 as b(t) = I::=o加 (t)where th e successive 
generation distributions of newborns is given by 

00  

加 (t)= J ¥JT(t, T)bm-1(t -T)dT, m = 0, 1, 2, …， (2.4) 

゜where the domain of bm(t) is extended as bm(t) = 0 for t < 0, and b(t) = 

こご=0如 (t)is in fact a finite sum if the individual reproductive period is finite. 
Now we focus on the generation evolution process (2.4). We can see the 

time variable t as a kind of i-state variable, R x Ob may be called the birth 
coordinates [4]. Let Y be a function space of newborn distributions on R x 
nb, called the time-state space, and let Y+ be its positive cone. Then bm E Y+ 
gives the density of m-th generation of newborns at (t, () E Rx糾， calledthe 
generation distribution. 

Although there exist several choices for the state space of generation distri-

butions, from the biological meaning, it is most reasonable to assume that 

加 EY+ := Lt(R, E) =砧(RX印，

where Y+ is the positive cone of the Banach lattice Y with norm defined by 

llbmllY := J llbm(t)IIEdt = J J四(t,()ld(dt.
R R 伍

Then llbmllY gives the total size of m-th generation (total number of newborns 
produced as the m-th generation), and the asymptotic per-generation growth 
factor of the genealogy is given by 

四OO 切戸戸． (2.5) 

Although we have introduced the generation evolution operator on the half 
line in [5], here we use the generation evolution operator on the line by a positive 

integral operator Ky : Y→ Y leaving the cone Y+ = Lt (R, E』 invariantas 
follows, since it would be more suitable for evolution semigroup setting: 

Definition 2.1. Let w(t, T) be the net reproduction operator from the b-state 
space E+ = Lt (糾） into itself. Then the generation evolution operator on the 
line associated with the net reproduction operator w(t, T) is the positive integral 
operator acting on the time-state space Y+ defined by 

CX) 

(K汀）(t) = j w(t, T)f(t -T)dT, f E Y+. (2.6) 

゜
2.2 Cone and orbital spectral radius 

Here we introduce basic results in positive operator theory according to [11] and 

[12]. Let X+ be a cone of a normed real vector space X. The cone X+ is called 
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reproducing (or generating) if X = X+ -X+ and total if X is the closure of 

X+-X十.A cone X+ is called normal if there exists some r5 > 0 such that llx + 
zll 2:: r5 whenever x E X+, z E X+ and IIぉII= llzll = 1. A map B on X with 
B(X+) C X+ is called a positive map. 

Let X be an ordered normed vector space with cone X+-A map B: X+→ 
X+ is called homogeneous (of degree one) if B(ax) = aBx for all a ER+ and 

x EX+-For a homogeneous map B: X+→ X +, we define 

IIBII+ = sup{IIBxll: x EX+, llxllさ1},

and call B bounded if IIBII+ ER. Then the cone spectral radius 

1 1 

r +(B) := inf IIBn旺=lim IIBnll~ 
nEN n→OO 

exists. The local spectral radius of B at x E X+ is defined by 

1 

冗 (x):= limsup IIBnxll;;:, xEX十 9

n→OO 

and the orbital spectral radius of B is defined by 

r0(B) := sup叫 x).
xEX+ 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

p ropos1t10n 2.2 ([8], [11]). Let X be an ordered normed vector space with 

cone X+ and B : X+→ X+ be continuous, homogeneous and order preserving. 

Then r +(B) =:::: r0(B) =::: rB(x) for any x EX十. If X+ is complete and normal, 

r +(B) = r0(B). 

The following lemma is proved in [6], Theorem 1.5 as the non-flatness of 

reproducing wedge: 

Lemma 2.3. Let X be an ordered Banach space and X+ be reproducing. Then 

for any x EX, there always exist u EX+ and v EX+ such that x = u -v with 

llull ::; cllぉ11 and llv ::; cllxll, where c > 0 is a constant independent of x. 

p ropos1t10n 2.4 ([9], [11]). Let X be an ordered Banach space and X+ be 

reproducing. Then any linear positive operator B : X→ X that is bounded on 

X+ is bounded, and r +(B) = r(B). 

2.3 The definition of R。
In [5], we have defined the basic reproduction number Ro as 

Ro= limsup▽屈汀；， (2.10) 
m→(X) 

and we have shown that it is a biologically reasonable threshold value for pop-

ulation extinction and persistence independent of the initial value, and it can 

be seen as the extension of existing definitions in constant or periodic environ-

ments. Using the above mathematical definitions of cone spectral radius, we 

can reformulate our definition as follows: 
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Definition 2.5. For any initial data b0 E Y+, the local reproduction number 

for a birth genealogy with initial data b0 is defined by 

疇） = "'(Ky(bo) = limsup 切に戸 =l~_!匹y¥五~- (2.11) 
m→OO 

Then the basic reproduction number is defined by the orbital spectral radius: 

R。=r0(Ky) = sup{Ro(bo): bo E Y+}- (2.12) 

As was shown in [5], in fact, we can show that r。(Ky)="/Ky(bo) for non-
trivial initial data if the population evolution process is weakly ergodic, that 

is, any two orbits are eventually comparable. Then R。iscomputed by the lo-

cal spectral radius associated with a nontrivial data. Moreover, it follows from 

Proposition 2.2 and 2.4, we have r0(Ky) =百(Ky)=r(Ky), because the 
time-state space is complete, normal and reproducing. Then we have 

Proposition 2.6. The basic reproduction number is given by the spectral radius 

of the generation evolution operator: 

Ro= r(Ky). (2.13) 

3 Evolution semigroups and R。inlinear dynam-

ics 

In this section, we prove that the well-known recipe to compute the the basic 

reproduction number based on differential equation systems can be also applied 

to calculate Ro in time-heterogeneous environments, and it play a role as a 

threshold value for population extinction and persistence. 

3.1 Evolut10n sem1group 

A family {U(t,s)lt,s E R,t~s} of (possibly nonlinear) operators acting on a 
Banach space E is called evolutionary system if it satisfies the following condi-

tions: 

1. U(s,s)x = x for alls ER  and x EE, 

2. U(t,s)U(s,r) = U(t,r) for all t 2". s 2". r. 

The evolutionary system is called continuous if it satisfies the conditions: 

1. There exist K > 0 and 0: E R such that 

IIU(t, s)x -U(t, s)yll~Ke°'(t-s)llx -yll, 

for all t~sand x,y EE, 

2. U(t, s)x is continuous jointly with respect tot, sand x. 
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The exponential growth bound of the evolutionary system U is defined as 

w(U) := inf {a: ヨM 2". 1, Vs ER, t 2". 0, IIU(s + t, s)II S Me°'t}. (3.1) 

For exponentially bounded evolutionary system U, it follows that (see [10]) 

w(U) = lim sup log IIU(s + t, s) II_ 
t→ 00 sER t 

(3.2) 

In the following, by Cu (R, E) we mean the space of all bounded, uniformly 
continuous functions from R to E equipped with the supremum norm, while 
Co (R, E) denotes the subspace of functions f E Cu (R, E) with the property 

limltl→ oo IIJ(t)IIE = 0. We assume that Y denotesび (R,E) (1 ::::; p < oo), 
Cu(R, E) or Co(R; E). 

The evolution semigroup on the line Tu(a-) on a Banach space Y associated 
with the evolutionary system U(t, s), t~son Eis given by 

(Tu(a-)v)(t) = U(t, t -a-)v(t -a-), Vt ER, (3.3) 

where v belongs to the domain of Tu. The following proposition is given as 
Proposition 1 in [1]: 

p ropos1t10n 3.1. Assume that U(t, s), t~s is a continuous evolutionary 
system on E such that U(t, s)O = 0 for all t~s. Then the associated evolution 
semigroup Tu(a-), び ~0 is strongly continuous in Y. 

The following Lemma is given in [10]: 

Lemma 3.2. Let Y = C0(R, E) or Y = L1(R, E). Suppose that U(t, s), t~s 
is linear. Then it follows that 

IITu(u)II = sup IIU(t十び，t)11, 
tER 

w(Tu) = w(U). 

‘
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Corollary 3.3. If limび→oo IITu(u)JIIY = 0 for all f E Y, then limcr→ oo IIU(r + 
び， r)ellE= 0 for all e EE  and all r ER. 

3.2 L" mear populat10n dynamics 

Now let us consider population dynamics described by the linearized equation 
formulated as an abstract differential equation in E = L1⑪)： 

dx(t) 

dt 
= (A(t) + C(t))x(t), t > 0, (3.6) 

where A(t) denotes the generator of the survival (linear) evolution process 
V(t, s), t :::> s and C(t) denotes a bounded linear positive operator describ-
ing the birth process. We assume that w(V) < 0, because A(t) describes the 
population survival process without reproduction. 
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Let {W(t, s)}t>s be the evolutionary family generated b A t + y () C(t), so 
x(t) satisfies the variation of constants formula: 

t 

x(t) = W(t, O)x(O) = V(t, O)x(O) + J V(t, CJ)C(CJ)x(CJ)dび. (3.7) 

゜Let b(t) := C(t)x(t) be the density of newborns. Then we have a renewal 
equation 

t 

b(t) = C(t)V(t, O)x(O) + C(t) J V(t, t -a-)b(t -a-)dび (3.8)

゜Then the generation evolution operator is given by 

00 

(Ky f)(t) = C(t) J V(t, t -s)f(t -s)ds, f E Y+, (3.9) 

゜where兄=Lt (R x E) is the time-state space. The operator (3.9) was first 
introduced in section 5 of [10]. 

Let A be the infinitesimal generator of the evolution semigroup Tv(び）， (Y~
0 associated with the linear evolutionary system V. Let v, y E Y. Then, v E 

D(A) and y = Av if and only if 

y(t) =~ 闘 ¾(V(t,t -h)v(t -h) -v(t)), (3.10) 

for almost all t E R. The domain of A can be characterized as follows (Lemma 
2.5 in [7]): 

Lemma 3.4. Let v E Y. Then, v E D(.4) and y = Av if and only if 

t 

v(t) = V(t, s)v(s) -J V(t, ()y(()dく．
s 

Then it follows that 

dv(t) 
Av(t) =—+ A(t)v(t), v E D(A). 

dt 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

For C,。-semigroupT(t), t 2 0, the uniform growth bound w(T) is given by 

w(T) := inf { a E R : ヨM 2 0, Vt 2 0, IIT(t)II .:=:: Me°'t}. (3.13) 

Lemma 3.5. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of the evolution semigroup 
Tv(a), び 20 associated with the linear evolutionary system V. It holds that 

s(A) = w(Tv) = w(V), 

where s(A) is the spectral bound of A. 

(3.14) 
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Let C be a positive linear operator on Y+ such that (Cx)(t) = C(t)x(t) for 
x E Y+. Then A+  C becomes the infinitesimal generator of evolution semigroup 
Tw(u), び ~0. From Thieme's result [10], we have 

p ropos1t10n 3.6 ([10], Theorem 5.2). The generation evolution operator for 

(3.6) is calculated as 
Ky= C(-A)-1, (3.15) 

and 
sign(R。ー1)= sign(w(W)). (3.16) 

Proof. Since w(V) = w(Tv) = s(A) < 0, A is invertible and 

00  

((-A)―1 J)(t) = J V(t, t -s)J(t -s)ds. (3.17) 

゜Therefore, we have Ky = C (-A)-1. Since (入 -A)-1=~。;'°e―入勺刀 (c,)dc, and 
the same kind of relation holds for A+  C, so A and A+  C are resolvent positive 
operators. It follows from a theorem by Thieme (Theorem 3.5 in [10]), s(A + 
C) has the same sign as r(C(-A)-1)) -1. From Lemma 3.5, we have the sign 
relation (3.16). ロ

The sign relation (3.16) shows that the basic reproduction number R。=
r(Ky) plays a role as a threshold value for extinction and persistence of popu-
lation. 

Remark 3. 7. Although the generation evolution operator Ky acting on the 

time-state space Y = L1 (R, E) is most suitable for biological interpretation, we 
also use the generation evolution operator acting one Co (R, E) and Cu (R, E). 
Let K,。denotesGEO acting on Y = C,。(R,E) and let Ku be GEO acting on 

Y = Cu(R, E). Because Proposition 3.6 holds again when the time-state space 
is Y = Co(R, E) or Y = Cu(R, E), so we obtain 

sign(r(Kり— 1) = sign(w(W)) = sign(r(K0) -1) = sign(r(K』-1). (3.18) 

Then we have 

sign(R。— 1) = sign(r(Ko) -1) = sign(r(Ku) -1). (3.19) 

That is, r(Ko) and r(Ku) are surrogate indices for the basic reproduction number 
R。,while Y = C0 (R, E)。rY = Cu(R, E) is often more convenient to discuss 
the role of R。innonlinear dynamics. 

4 The role of R。innonlinear dynamics 

4.1 Linearized stability 

From Proposition 3.6, if R。 <1, the zero solution of the linear system (3.6) is 
asymptotically exponentially stable. If (3.6) can be seen as a linearized equation 
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at the zero equilibrium point of a nonlinear system, then it is expected that R。<

1 is a sufficient condition for local stability of the zero steady state of the original 
nonlinear system. To see this fact, here we consider a semilinear system: 

dx(t) 

dt 
= (A(t) + F(t))x(t), t > 0, 

where x(t) = x(t, ・) is a vector-valued function from R to E = Lt(n砂
In the following, we adopt the following assumption: 

(4.1) 

Assumption 4.1. 1. The linear equation dx(t)/dt = A(t)x(t) is well-posed, 
that is, there exists a continuous evolutionary system V(t, s), t~s~0 on 
E such that for every s E R and x E D(A(s)), the linear equation dx / dt = 
A(t)x with x(s) = x has the unique solution given by x(t) = V(t, s)x. 

2. Let F(t) be a nonlinear operator on E such that F(t)x = f(t, x), where 
the nonlinear function f : R x E→ E is jointly continuous with respect 
tot E R and x E E, Lipschitz continuous with respect to x uniformly for 

t and f(t, 0) = 0 for all t E R. 

Every solution of the integral equation 

x(t) = V(t, s)x + J V(t, ()F(()x(()d(, t 2 s, (4.2) 

is called a mild solution of the semilinear problem (4.1) starting from x at t = s. 
If for every x EE, (4.2) has a unique solution x(t) with x(s) = x, it generates 
an evolutionary system U(t, s), t 2 s such that x(t) = U(t, s)x. Under our 
assumptions, equation (4.2) has a unique mild solution. 

Proposition 4.2 ([1], Proposition 2). Let Y = LP(R, E) or Y = C,。(R,E). The 
semilinear problem (4.1) generates a continuous evolutionary process U(t, s), 
t 2 s whose associated evolution semigroup Tu(Cl), び 20 on Y is strongly 
continuous and has an infinitesimal generator of the form A + F, where A 
is the infinitesimal generator of the linear evolution semigroup Tv(Cl), Cl 2 0 
associated with V(t, s), t 2 s in Y and F is the operator from Y into itself 

defined by (瓦）(t) = f(・, v(•)) for v E Y. 

Corollary 4.3. The infinitesimal generator A+F of the evolutionary semigroup 

Tu(Cl), び 20 is closed and densely defined in Y. 

Then the operator A+  F generates a semigroup S(Cl), び 20 of nonlinear 
operators on X in the Crandall-Liggett sense [14]. That is, 

S(Cl)x -x 
lim =(A+ F)x, x E D(A + F). (4.3) 

6→ o+ び

Under additional conditions, this semigroup coincides with the evolution 

semigroup Tu(び），び 20 associated with U(t, s), t 2 s, that is, the evolution 
semigroup Tu(Cl), び 20 gives the solution semiflow of a semilinear Cauchy 
problem with the generator A+  Fon the time-state space Y. Now we state a 
Webb's result using our notations: 
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Theorem 4.4 ([14], Proposition 4.16). Let A denote the infinitesimal genera-
tor of the linear semigroup Tv(び），び ~0. Let F: v→ J(・, v(・)) be a nonlinear 
operator from a Banach space Y to Y such that F is continuously Frechet dif-
ferentiable on Y. Then the following hold: 

(i) For each x E Y there exists a maximal interval of existence [O, 四） and 
unique continuous function u : rr→ u(rr; x) from [O, 四） to Y such that 

u(び；x) = Tv(び）x + Jrr Tv(rrーく）Fu((; x)d(, (4.4) 

゜for all rr E [O, rrx) and either o丘=oo or limrr→ rr,, llu(び；x)IIY = oo. 

(ii) u(び；ぉ） is a continuous function of x in the sense that if x E Y and O ::::; 
びく叩， thereexist positive constant C and E such that if y E Y and llx -

YIIYく E,thenび＜びy and llu(s;x) -u(s;y)IIY::::; Cllx -yllY for all 0さ

s::::; び．

(iii) If x E D(A), then u(CJ; x) E D(A) for O :::; CJ <四 andthe function CJ→ 
u(CJ; x) is continuously differentiable and satisfies 

du(び；x) 

dCJ 
=Au(び；x) + Fu(CJロ），び E[O, 四）. (4.5) 

The following proposition is proved by the essentially same method as the 
proof of Theorem 1 of [1]: 

Proposition 4.5. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4-4, 
it follows that 

a 

Tu(u)x = Tv(び）x+ J 九（びー()団(()xd(, x E Y. (4.6) 

゜Corollary 4.6. v* E Y is a fixed point of the semigroup Tu(u), び ~0 if and 
only if 

Av*+乃*= 0. (4.7) 

Proof. Suppose that Tu(cr)v* = v* for all er~0. As we discussed above, A+F 
generates a strongly continuous semigroup Tu (er) satisfying the integral equation 
(4.6). Inserting v* = Tu(cr -17)v* into (4.6), we have 

v*(cr) = V(cr,17)v*(17) + J V(cr,z)f(z,v*(z))dz. (4.8) 
rJ 

From Lemma 3.4, we have v* E D(A) and Av* = -Fv*. Conversely if Av* + 
Fv* = 0, v* satisfies the integral equation (4.8), which implies v* = Tu(cr -

77)v*. Then v* = Tu(cr)v* for all er~0. ロ
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From (4.8), a fixed point v* of Tu(a-), a-2 0 is a total trajectory of (4.1), 
since v*(t+h) = U(t+h, t)v*(t) for all h 2 0 and t ER. Let u* E Y satisfy (A+ 
F)u* = 0. Suppose that F is continuously Frechet differentiable and let C := 
F'[u*] be the Frechet derivative of Fat u = u*. Here we assume that (Cu)(t) = 
C(t)u(t), where C(t) is a bounded linear operator in E. Let W(t, s), t 2 s 
be the evolutionary system generated by linear operator A(t) + C(t) associated 
with the evolution semigroup Tw(a-), び 20. Then we have 

Tw(か）u=Tv(び）u+「乃(a--()CTw(()ud(, u E Y. (4.9) 

゜From Proposition 4.17 in [14], we have a result for linearized stability for the 
evolutionary semigroup Tu(a-), a-2 0: 

Theorem 4. 7. Let u* E Y satisfy (A+ F)u* = 0. If w(Tw) < 0, u* is a 
locally asymptotically stable equilibrium in the following sense: There exists E > 
0, M 2 1 and"(< 0 such that if u E Y and llu -u*IIY::::; E, then四=oo and 
IITu(a-)u -u*IIY::::; Me1<Yllu -u*IIY for all t 2 0. 

p ropos1t10n 4.8. Let Y = Yr。。rY = Yu and let u* E Y be a fixed point of 
Tu(a-), び 20. If w(Tw) < 0, u* is a locally asymptotically stable orbit of (4.1) 
in the following sense: There exists E > 0, M 2 1 and'Y < 0 such that if x E E 
and llx-u*(s)IIE::::; E, then IIU(t,s)x-u*(t)IIEさMe1(t-s)llx-u*(s)IIEfor all 

t 2 s. 

Proof. Suppose Y = Yu and we omit the case Y = Yr。becausewe can repeat 
the same kind of argument. For any x EE  such that llx -u*(s)IIEさE,define 
u(() :=の(()(x-u*(s)) + u*(() where¢E Cu(R, R) such that cp(s) = 1 and 

sup(ER他(()I::::; 1. Then u E Y, () d II * II < us =xan u-u y E, so there exists 

M 2 1 and'Y < 0 such that IITu(a-)u -u*IIY ::::; Me1び llu-u* IIY for all t 2 
0. Observe that IITu(t -s)u -u*IIY = sup(ER ll(Tu(t -s)u)(() -u*(()IIE ::::; 

Me'Y(t-s)llu -u*IIY-Since (Tu(t -s)u)(t) = U(t, s)u(s), we have IIU(t, s)x -
u*(t)IIEさ;Me1(t-s) sup(ER llu(() -u*(()IIEさ;Me1(t-s)llx -u*(s)IIE- This 
completes our proof. ロ

In special, the trivial steady state u* = 0 is locally asymptotically stable 

steady state of (4.1) if w(Tw) < 0. Since w(Tw) < 0 if r(Ky) < 1, we have 

p ropos1t10n 4.9. Let Ky= C(-A)-1. The zero solution of (4.1) is locally 

asymptotically stable if Ro = r(Ky) < 1. 

Therefore we can conclude that R。<1 implies local extinction of population 
in time-heterogeneous environment governed by nonautonomous system (4.1). 
If there exists a nontrivial steady state u* E Y, we can apply Webb's Theorem 
II [ 13] (see also Corollary 2 and Theorem 1 in [ 1]). 

p ropos1t10n 4.10. Let Y = Yr。。rY = Yu. Suppose that there exists real 
numbers a and'Y such that al -(A+F) is m-accretive andサーFis accretive, 
the evolution semigroup Tu(a-), び 20 is type a+"(as 

IITu(a-)v -Tu(a-)wllY::::; e(a+,)<Yllv -wllY, v, w E Y, (4.10) 
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for allび：：：： 0. If a+'Y < 0, there exists a unique mild solution v* E Y of 
equation (4.1), which is exponentially stable among mild solutions. 

Proof. The first part is a result of Theorem II of [13]. If a+'Y < 0, Tu(a-) 
is a contraction map, so there exists a unique fixed point v* E Y such that 
Tu(a-)v* = v*. Then IITu(a-)v―v*IIY S eaa-llv -v*IIY for all v E Y and 
v*(a-) = V(a-,'T/)v*('T/) + r * . 

7) 
V(び，く）J((,v*(())d(, which implies that v 1s a mild 

solution of (4.1) and IITu(a-)v -v*IIY S eCa+,)び llv-v*IIY-Therefore we have 

SUPtER IIU(t, tーび）v(t -a-) -v*(t)IIE S eCa+,)a-suptER llv(t) -v*(t)IIE, which 

shows that lima-→ 00 SUPtER IIU(t十び，t)v(t)-v*(t + a-)IIE = 0, so v* is globally 
stable among mild solutions. ロ

4.2 The periodic case 

Here we pay a special attention to a periodic solution for (4.1) with periodic 
parameters. Suppose that A(t) is a generator of a periodic evolutionary family 

{V(t, s)}t翠 0such that V(t + 0, s + 0) = V(t, s) with a period 0 and F(t) is 
a periodic nonlinear operator on E such that F(t + 0) = F(t). Suppose that 
A(t) +F(t) generates an evolutionary process U(t,s), t~s associated with the 
evolution semigroup Tu(び） on Yu (Theorem 2 in [1]). 

Lemma 4.11. Evolutionary process U(t, s), t~s is 0-periodic as U(t + 0, s + 
0) = U(t, s). 

Let v* be a 0-periodic solution of (4.1). Then v* is a total trajectory of 

(4.1), so it is a fixed point of Tu(c,) for all び ~0. Conversely we can expect 
that a fixed point of Tu(0), if it exists in the set of periodic functions, gives to 
a periodic solution of (4.1): 

Proposition 4.12. Let Ze := { v E Yu : v(t + 0) = v(t)}. If Tu(c,), c, ~0 has 
a fixed point v* in Ze, it is a 0-periodic mild solution of (4.1). 

p ropos1t10n 4.13 (Theorem 3, [1]). Let T be the 0-translation in Yu as (Tv)(t) = 
v (t + 0). Let n c Yu be a subset such that TD c n. If v* is a unique fixed point 
of Tu(0) in D ¥ {O}, v* is a 0-periodic mild solution of equation (4.1). 

From Proposition 4.10, a 0-periodic mild solution v* is globally exponentially 

stable among mild solutions in Yu if Tu(c,), び ~0 is type a +'Y < 0. 
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